In the month of August 2020, I decided that I would trade only in the cash market. Two major
reasons were,
1. I can hold the stock as long as I want , unlike futures where I have to exit the position or
rollover every month.
2. Trading with no leverage gives you peace of mind and it’s easy to allocate capital as per our
position sizing.rule.

If you are new to Technical Analysis, I would recommend you to learn Basic Technical Analysis
in Zerodha Varsity or if you know Tamil you can check out my Tamil youtube channel where I
have explained all Basics of stock market and Technical Analysis and then continue this Ebook.
I started with 10 lakhs capital, and then added more capital in next 6 months upto 50 lakhs to
make more 1.21 Cr Profits. Below are some of the main trades that I had taken, which helped
me achieve this profit.

1. TATAPOWER

In the above channel pattern , tata power has been facing heavy resistance at the top of the
trendline.
I was very sure of the monthly breakout in this and put 20L as capital for this trade. I also posted
this pattern before the breakout on my Youtube Channel. (Check the video pls for more
understanding)
I made a profit of around 8.36L with a capital of 10
2. TATA MOTORS
Can you believe I made 21L profits with a capital of 10L with a simple trendline ? That's the
power of learning the Pure price action techniques. In the below image , you can check my entry
point where my risk was very low. So I deployed 10L capital. My maximum risk was around 75k
in this trade. I have explained in detail about this trade in this video .
The reason I took this trade is because, in the previous breakout it gave a 40% move and I had
missed that.

3. MINDA INDUSTRIES

The Channel Pattern below has been forming for 3 years, and it was a clear sign that it will
move fast after the breakout. This pattern actually was spotted by our JFT member and posted
on our JFT community, from where I took this trade and deployed around 12.38L as capital and
my profit was around 7 lakhs . Watch the complete video here

Below is the image posted by our member in the JFT community.

4. GRINDWELL NORTON
Similarly Like Minda Industries, Grindwell Norton's channel pattern was beautiful too, Only this
time I didn’t find this pattern during the breakout, nevertheless there was still a valid setup with
low risk.
I posted the chart in the JFT community, and when it took a good support at the trendline after
the breakout , that's exactly when we entered.

AFTER

From the above setup its clear that you can be late and still make some good returns if you
enter at the right place with small stoploss. Click here for Full video explanation

5. JUBLFOOD
This is again a simple yet effective trade which I had taken. I invested around 38L in this and
made a profit of 9L. The pattern here is simple , I entered at the bottom of the channel and
placed my stop loss below the trendline and the move was phenomenal.
You can find the detailed video here.

AFTER

6. FINEORG

This trade wasn’t as simple as other trades, this was testing my patience a lot and was dancing
around my sl for a very long time. This is when most of the traders would give up. This is where
an experienced trader sets apart from an amateur trader.
If you look at the below image, the triangle pattern was about to break, huge green candle
indicated that the stock is gonna run for a while, and hence I entered before the breakout and
put my sl below the bottom Trendline

BEFORE

In the below image, As you can see right after the breakout it consolidated a lot and still it
respected the trendline, this is why sl should be respected no matter what.

AFTER

7. SEAMEC
Honestly, I didn’t know a stock existed like SEAMEC until I came across this amazing breakout
which I also posted in our JFT community. That's the beauty of technical Analysis, you don’t
have to know anything about what the company is doing, you just have to know the right
techniques in technical analysis.

The entry was pretty simple. I entered during the breakout and waited for the momentum to pick
up and I closed the trade after two weeks with a 6L profit . Check the video here

BEFORE

AFTER
An amazing 118% move after the breakout. Its all about spotting the right stock at the right time
and sticking to the trade as much as possible. This is how huge wealth is created.

8. ASTERDM
I picked this stock posted by one of our community members way before the breakout, I have
explained in detail about the trade in this video . I invested around 80 lakhs and my profit in this
trade is close to 11 lakhs 30 thousand which is great given the timeframe because it just took
two weeks to achieve this target. I closed the trade without thinking twice.

BEFORE

AFTER

These are some of the main trades that Helped me reach More than One crore profit. There are
many other small trades that I had taken which I could not add here further.
The main thing to learn here is that the strategy I follow is very simple, I focus on Triangle,
channel and Trendline. I look for trades that are extremely low in risk. I enter at the right time
and exit at the right time. I repeat this again and again. I stick to this simple strategy to generate
good returns from the market.
What I follow now is pretty simple, neat and very effective. And yes, selection of stocks is very
crucial, through hard work, you can pick the right stock as well. Most of the stocks that I traded
above were shared in our JFT community or I picked up the stock from the community itself
which is posted by others.
If you’d like to earn and be a part of our community , be a guest and enroll from here. Recovery
of the membership fee is way easier than you imagine as just one chart which is shared in our
community will help you recover the JFT membership cost..
My Risk reward is always 1:3 to 1:6 . The maximum return I have gained last year is 150% in
TATA MOTORS and the minimum I aim for is 8 to 10% in any stock given the risk is around 3 to
4% .
Many ask me why I don’t focus much on futures and options. Yes, I will use futures extensively
when the market turns bearish and one of the main reasons why I moved to cash market trading
is because I met two people from Gujarat who have an experience of more than 20 years in the
stock market. They have been trading only in the cash market and one has a portfolio of more
than 75 crores and other trade with 35 crores. They also advised me the same to follow and
they were right. My performance last year was just proof of that.
Delivery Trading is where the real wealth is. I wish you all the best.
DRAW PATTERNS AND MAKE ENORMOUS RETURNS.
Rajan Rajkumar

We have launched a crypto course recently. Feel free to check out my video here.
Subscribe to my YT channel without fail as I upload a lot of stock suggestion videos too

